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Fiction UnitAbout English Trophy 

Theme  

introduces the theme of the 

following units and activates learners’ 

background knowledge by using a photo, 

a video clip, a song, and a question. 

Unit Introduction  

presents the title page of the fiction story 

included in every theme. All the essential 

information, such as the genre, the title, 

the cover illustration, and the warm-up 

questions are provided to stimulate 

learners’ interest in reading. 

Words to Know   

provides a list of key words with photos and 

example sentences with audio support to 

further learners’ understanding of 

the meaning and the use of the words.  
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Readers’ Response   

checks and helps further learners’ 

understanding of the story through 

reading comprehension and 

vocabulary questions.

Readers to Speakers    

presents a model dialogue created from the 

expressions related to the topic of the story. 

Audio support and a role-play activity are 

provided for the further practice. 

The following easy-to-sing-along chant 

provides a simple, but very effective 

way to review the previous 

lessons of the unit.   

Read Aloud  

includes a variety of fiction stories to 

lead learners into the delightful world of 

reading. Illustrations, audio support, 

and questions are provided to 

help learners understand the story. 
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Non-fiction UnitAbout English Trophy 

Unit Introduction  

presents the title page of the non-fiction story 

included in every theme. All the essential 

information, such as the content area, the title, 

the cover illustration, and the warm up 

questions are provided to stimulate 

learners’ interest in reading. 

Words to Know   

provides a list of key words with photos 

and example sentences with audio support to 

further learners’ understanding of 

the meaning and the use of the words.  

Read Aloud    

includes a non-fiction passage that pairs up 

with the fiction story in the previous unit. 

Photos, audio support, and questions 

help deliver the facts and information of 

the topic to learners. 
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Level 4     

Readers’ Response   

checks and helps further learners’ 

understanding of the passage through 

reading comprehension and 

vocabulary questions. 

Readers to Writers    

provides an easy-to-sing-along chant to 

check and review understanding of the key 

sentence patterns of the passage. 

A writing activity is also included as 

a wrap-up activity to assess and 

reinforce learning results.
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Theme1
Families

Go Digital
Check out the video link
on the Digital CD.

8 Theme 1  Families
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My grandma and my grandpa,

My mom and my dad,

My brother and my sister,

My uncles and my aunts,

And lots of cousins, too!

Sometimes we’re together.

Sometimes we’re apart.

But wherever we are,

We’re a family! 

We are all family.

A big, happy family!

Love keeps us together! 

Love keeps us together!

Tell about your 
family.

Sing Along TR02
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Look and answer.

Think and answer.

1  What is the title of the story?

2  What does the girl have?

3  Who do you live with?

Fiction : Realistic Fiction

Unit 1

Theme 1  10
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Look, listen, and repeat.TR03

living room

apartment

An apartment building has many 
homes in it. 

cottage

She lives in a cottage near  
the lake.

I like to sit and relax in the 
living room.

Words to Know

12 Theme 1  
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bathroom

We take a bath in the bathroom.

attic

The attic is on top of the house.

kitchen

We cook food in the kitchen.

Read aloud.

     Y

our Turn
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TR04

Read Aloud

14 Theme 1  
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Mommy and Daddy live apart . 

I live with Mommy.

I live with Daddy, too. 

I have two homes!

15Unit1  
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Mommy has a cottage .

The parrot sleeps in the living room .
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Daddy has an  apartment .  

The cat sleeps in the  bathroom .

45Unit3  
Find and circle 
the sleeping animals.
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Mommy has a cozy attic . 

We paint paper flowers.

Oh, no! The parrot steals a flower!

18 Theme 1  
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Daddy has a huge kitchen .

We bake banana muffins.

My muffin!

45Unit3  
What is the cat 
doing?
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Mommy has a telescope on the balcony.

          We watch the stars all night long.

Daddy has books in the bedroom.

We snuggle under the blanket. 

We read books all night long.
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Mommy has a telescope on the balcony.

          We watch the stars all night long.

Mommy and Daddy live apart. 

I have two homes, and two homes are more fun!

21Unit1  
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Read and choose.

1  The story is about the girl’s two .

Unscramble.

Readers’ Response

a homes       b pets c friends

2  The girl’s parents live together / apart.

3  The girl’s mommy has a cottage / an apartment.

4  The girl’s daddy has a cat / a parrot in his apartment.

 1         has                a               huge            Daddy               kitchen  

   ➞  .  

 2          a              Mommy               cozy                attic               has

   ➞  .  

 3          I                 two                 homes               have  

   ➞  .  

 4         Mommy               Daddy                 live             and              apart

   ➞  .  
22 Theme 1  
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stars                         living room                         kitchen

cat                  attic                  kitchen                  cottage

Daddy

an apartment

books

a huge 

a 

a telescope

a parrot

a cozy 

a  house

room

pet

thing

Mommy

Look, read, and write.

Read and Write.

1
We bake banana muffins in the .        

2
The parrot is in the .                            

3
We watch the  all night long.
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Listen and say.TR05

Talk with your partners. 

Jenny-She

a teddy bear

Tom-He

a book

What does Sam have?
He has a soccer ball.

Readers to Speakers

What does 
Mommy have?

She has a parrot.

24 Theme 1  
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What does Mommy have?

She has a cottage.

She has an attic.

She has a balcony.

What does Daddy have?

He has an apartment.

He has a kitchen.

He has a bedroom.

Listen, point, and chant.TR06
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